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ABSTRACT
IDENTIFICATION OF LOCI INFLUENCING TEOSINTE CROSSING BARRIER 1
(TCB1) EFFICACY IN MAIZE BY QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI (QTL) MAPPING
AND GENOME-WIDE ASSOCIATION STUDY (GWAS)
NAMRATA MAHARJAN
2021
Pollen cross-contamination has been a major problem for maize breeders. Various
mechanical methods applied to avoid the contaminations are ineffective. The genetic
factors related to maize fertilization can be used to develop an effective method to
prevent pollen contamination. Pollen rejection ability controlled by Teosinte crossing
barrier 1 (Tcb1) is such a genetic system. Silks possessing dominant Tcb1-s reject pollen
possessing the recessive allele (tcb1). Successful fertilization occurs when Tcb1-s pollen
falls upon tcb1 silks. The efficacy of dominant Tcb1-s was, however, reduced when
repeatedly backcross with maize inbred lines, which suggests that there are modifiers to
Tcb1-s. To find those modifiers, we conducted a QTL mapping experiment using
Intermated B73 x Mo17 (IBM) recombinant inbred lines (RILs) for two consecutive
years. Two significant QTLs were revealed at chromosome 4L and 5S, for both years.
They explained 16 % to 17.6% of total phenotypic variation (R2) and had a negative
additive effect with no interaction. Further study of the QTL regions resulted in the
identification of twelve candidate genes (nine in 4L and three in 5S) possibly modifying
the tcb1 gene action. In order to have further insight of the blocking effect across diverse
maize germplasm, we also conducted GWAS using the Goodman Association panel.

xii

From this analysis, we identified six candidate loci (at 1L,3L, 4L, 5S, 7L, and 10S,
respectively) that were associated with pollen blocking action by Tcb1-s. A total of nine
candidate genes were revealed in these loci. The introgression of the Tcb1-s genetic
system, along with its appropriate modifying factors, could be a novel and reliable
solution for pollen contamination in maize breeding.
Keywords: Maize, Tcb1, QTL, GWAS
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1. GENERAL INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 INTRODUCTION
Maize (Zea mays) is an important cereal crop of family Poaceae. It is considered to be
one of the first by cultivated Mexican farmers dated back to 7,000 to 10,000 years ago
(RANUM et al. 2014). Since then, maize has been a popular food source with a whole
package of nutrition as it provides an energy density of 365 kcal/100g and contains
approximately 72% starch, 10% protein, and 4% fat. Besides being a staple food, it is
popular for animal feed, processed industrial food, oil, glue, industrial alcohol, and
ethanol fuel (NUSS AND TANUMIHARDJO 2010). The increasing use of maize in multiple
ways has created a demand for its higher production (1,134,746,667 mt in 2018)
(FAOSTAT 2019). By 2027, its consumption is expected to increase by 16% (FAOSTAT
2018).
In addition to the agricultural and industrial benefits, maize is used for agronomical,
cytological, genetic, and evolutionary studies. The vast collection of its mutant stocks,
and its nucleotide diversity, heterochromatic chromosomes and genic collinearity within
grasses have made maize the most suitable model plant for biological studies (STRABLE
AND SCANLON

2009). Moreover, its genome has been sequenced and is publicly

available. Maize genome is 2.3 gigabases in size and comprises more than 32,000 genes
(SCHNABLE et al. 2009).
Maize is a highly cross-pollinated plant. The light weighted pollen can travel from a
tassel to an ear silk for pollination. Wind is the major medium; pollen from one field
could also easily travel and pollinate silks in nearby field thus contaminating maize there.
Pollen contamination is a serious problem among farmers and breeders working with
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organic maize, landraces, sweetcorn, and inbred lines. Although different mechanical
measures like increasing isolation distance and displacing planting dates have been in
practice to avoid unwanted pollen from neighbor farmlands. These methods are not
totally reliable in blocking the drifted maize pollen. However, several genetic systems
have been identified in the maize that avoid foreign pollen during reproduction. Among
them, Teosinte crossing barrier 1 (Tcb1) is one that exhibits a selective preference for its
own genotype. This genetic system rejects pollen of the incompatible genotype before
fertilization preventing pollen contamination in maize breeding (KERMICLE 2006;
KERMICLE AND EVANS 2010; LU et al. 2014). Pollen with dominant Tcb1 can pollinate
silks of both dominant and recessive genotypes. However, pollen of recessive tcb1 cannot
pollinate silks possessing dominant Tcb1, resulting in unsuccessful fertilization. The
hinderance in fertilization is due to the disruption of tcb1 pollen tube growth in the pistil
by the action of pectin methylesterases encoded by Tcb1 (LU et al. 2019).
Shortly after the discovery of this genetic system, researchers noticed that the stringency
in blocking foreign pollen is reduced by repeated backcrosses of modern inbred lines
(EVANS AND KERMICLE 2001). This leads to the hypothesis that the reduction in the
blocking effect of Tcb1 might be due to the presence of its modifiers in the maize
genome. Therefore, the information on modifiers could be crucial to a better
understanding the Tcb1 gene system. Thus, we conducted this study with the aim to
identifying Tcb1’s modifier(s) in maize genome. In this study, we have used two
approaches: QTL mapping and GWAS to search the loci harboring the modifiers of Tcb1
gene in maize genome.
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1.2 MAIZE REPRODUCTION AND FERTILIZATION
Maize is an annual monoecious plant. The termination of main stems results in the
tassels, the male flowers, whereas basal branches (one or two) above the soil surface
terminate into the ear, female flowers. The staminate flowers in the tassel develop earlier
than pistillate flowers in the ear. (K IESSELBACH 1949). Like any other angiosperms,
maize exhibits alternation of generations with a predominant diploid sporophytic
generation represented by vegetative organs. The haploid gametophytic generation is
limited to cells of anther and ovules (reproductive organs) which produces microspores
and megaspores, respectively (GARCÍA-CAMPAYO et al. 2011).
1.2.1 MALE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS
Tassels are the male reproductive organs in maize. Panicles of tassel consist of staminate
spikelets arranged in long racemes. Each stamen has anther in its terminal held by a
filament. Each anther has four chambers with inner columns of archesporial cells which
later develop into sporogenous tissues (KIESSELBACH 1949). These tissues undergo
gametogenesis to develop into mature pollen grains. A maize plant can produce almost 25
million pollen grains (NIELSEN 2010).
1.2.2 MALE GAMETOGENESIS
Pollen grains represent the haploid male gametophyte in flowering plants. The process of
formation of a male gametophytes within an anther is known as male/microgametogenesis (BORG et al. 2009). This process starts with the premeiotic development
of microsporocytes and associated cells. Four columns of sporogenous cells are
developed inside an anther; each of them is surrounded by nutritive tapetum cells.
Sporogenous cells are developed into diploid microspore mother cells (microsporocytes),
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which divides meiotically and gives tetrads of single-celled microspores. Each
microspore then divides mitotically once to form two asymmetrical cells: a large
vegetative cell or tube cell and a small generative cell. The generative cell moves to
interior of pollen the grain and divides mitotically once more to form two male gametes
(also called sperm cell (BEDINGER AND RUSSELL 1994; BORG et al. 2009; EVERT AND
EICHHORN 2013).
1.2.3 FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS
Ears are the female reproductive organ in maize. An ear is approximately 30 cm long and
is enclosed by foliaceous husks. It has 8 to 16 rows of spikelets that produce kernels after
successful fertilization. (KIESSELBACH 1949; HITCHCOCK AND CHASE 1971). Each
spikelet consists of three distinct female reproductive structures: ovary, style and stigma.
Ovary is enclosed by two layers of integuments, except at the apex (KIESSELBACH 1949).
There is an opening at the apex, known as micropyle, which is the entrance for a pollen
tube to the ovule. The ovary integuments develop into nucellus, which later acts as a
venue for embryo sac formation where ovule is held to placental region by a funiculus
(GASSER et al. 1998). The styles (silks) in maize are long and emerge from the tip of an
ear like hairs. These numerous hairs are the silk stigma which help pollen grains to
adhere and germinate (KIESSELBACH 1949).
1.2.4 FEMALE GAMETOGENESIS
Female gametogenesis, also known as megagametogenesis, encompasses the
development of a female gametophyte. A female gametophyte consists of two linked
developmental stages: megasporogenesis followed by megagametogenesis.
Megasporogenesis includes the formation and maturation of megaspores through meiosis.
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During megagametogenesis, the meiotic products undergo mitotic division, resulting in
cellularization and maturation of the embryo sac at the end (BEDINGER AND RUSSELL
1994).
This process starts with a metiotic division of a diploid megaspore mother cell in the
nucleus, to form haploid tetrad cells. Three of the four megaspores in a tetrad degenerates
and the one, which is close to chalaza, develops into an embryo sac. This remaining
megaspore cell grows larger and divides thrice to produce eight nuclei. These eight nuclei
arrange into two sets of four nuclei with one towards the micropylar end and one toward
the chalaza end. Of the micropylar set, the three cells near the micropylar end form an
egg apparatus with an egg cell in the center and two synergids by its sides. Of the chalaza
set, the three cells near the chalaza end give antipodal cells. The remaining fourth cells
from both sets arrange in the center of ovule as polar nuclei (MAHESHWARI 1950;
BEDINGER AND RUSSELL 1994; RAVEN et al. 2005).
1.2.5 POLLINATION AND POLLEN-PISTIL INTERACTION
Pollination plays a crucial role in plant reproduction. In maize, pollination starts when
tassel sheds pollen grains, which are deposited on silks mostly via wind. Both pollen and
pistil have major contributions in fertilizing an ovule with sperms in flowering plants.
The success of fertilization depends on a series of interactions between pollen grain and
various pistil tissues (GAUDE AND MCCORMICK 1999).
This series of interactions starts right after pollen lands on a pistil. It is accompanied by
simple compounds like water, lipids, sugars and protein present in the pollen and the
pistil (GAUDE AND MCCORMICK 1999). The landed pollen release exudate to stick on
papillar stigma helping them to hydrate and gelatinize the pectin-rich outer wall of the
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stigma thus enhances in penetration and germination. (HESLOP-HARRISON AND HESLOPHARRISON 1980; HESLOP‐HARRISON AND HESLOP‐HARRISON 1981; BEDINGER 1992). The
hydration leads to Ca2+ influxes into pollen which reorganizes actin cytoskeleton. This
paves the way to transport secretory vesicles for pollen tube elongation. The Ca2+
gradient inside the pollen also provides polarity for pollen tube growth towards the ovary
through the transmitting tract in the longitudinal stylar tissue (KIESSELBACH 1949;
JOHNSON AND MCCORMICK 2001; STEINHORST AND KUDLA 2013). The germinating
pollen tube is then guided by female sporophyte and female gametophyte (KNOX 1984;
MÁRTON et al. 2005). Pistil’s extracellular matrix of transmitting tissue is rich in
polysaccharides, glycoprotein and lipids. This matrix provides nutrient and guidance cues
for pollen tube elongation (KNOX 1984). In maize, the female gametophyte secrets short
range pollen tube attractant- EGG APPARTUS1 (ZmEA1) (MÁRTON et al. 2005) to
guide the pollen tube growing towards ovary.
After the penetration, the pollen tube tip bursts, induced by female gametophyte secreted
defensin-like ZmES4 which releases two sperm nuclei into one of two synergids through
filiform apparatus (AMIEN et al. 2010; LESHEM et al. 2013). The degeneration of
receptive synergid occurs immediately after receiving sperm nuclei (HIGASHIYAMA et al.
2000). Among the two sperm cells, one sperm fertilizes the egg to produce the diploid
zygote whereas the other sperm cell fuses with polar nuclei resulting a in triploid
endosperm. This phenomenon of two fertilizations (in egg cell and polar nucleus) is
known as double fertilization (KIESSELBACH 1949).
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1.3 FAILURE IN FERTILIZATION
As described above, a pollen grain needs to undergo different stages to successfully
fertilize the egg in an ovary. Thus, any hindrance or incompatible interaction in any of
those stages can lead to failure in fertilization. One of the major possibilities for
incompatible interaction arises due to the pollen preference in the pistil.
Some angiosperms have their preference for pollen even within same species. They have
mechanisms to distinguish self and foreign pollen (KERMICLE AND EVANS 2005). In such
cases, a fertile pistil only accepts a particular genotype and rejects viable pollen with an
incompatible genotypes (RASHID AND PETERSON 1992). Some self-pollinated species
shows self-incompatibility to reduce inbreeding by avoiding their own pollen during
fertilization. This promotes intraspecies outcrossing (KAO AND MCCUBBIN 1996). In
contrast, some species of maize shows cross-incompatibility (CI) during post-pollination
interaction as stabilizing selection mechanism to prevent hybridization (BONAVIA 2013).
CI can arise in both interspecific and intergeneric crosses (SARKER et al. 1988). In some
cases, cross incompatibility is unidirectional, in which the crosses are successful only in
one way but not the other (RASHID AND PETERSON 1992).
1.3.1 CROSS INCOMPATIBILITY (CI) IN MAIZE
Maize has been reported to have nine genetic systems controlling CI: gametophyte factor
1(ga1), gametophyte factor 2 (ga2), gametophyte factor 3 (ga3), gametophyte factor 4
(ga4), gametophyte factor 6 (ga6), gametophyte factor 7 (ga7), gametophyte factor 8
(ga8), gametophyte factor 10 (ga10) and teosinte crossing barrier 1 (tcb1) (KERMICLE
AND ALLEN

1990; NELSON 1994; NEUFFER et al. 1997). Among them, ga1, ga2, and tcb1

are three major genetic systems responsible for CI in maize, exhibiting similar behavior
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(Kermicle and Allen 1990). These systems mainly consist of three types of haplotypes:
strong (-s) type with male and female function, male type with male function (-m) only
and recessive allele. The success in fertilization depends on the type of haplotype governs
by male and female gametes. Plant possessing dominant (-s) haplotypes fertilizes all
classes of silk haplotypes. But its silk has selective preference for pollen with compatible
genotypes and rejects pollen possessing the recessive allele. Because of this one-way
preference for successful fertilization by a strong allele, this system is known as
unidirectional crossing incompatibility (UCI). However, the third allele with male
function (-m) is cross-neutral which means it has an ability to fertilize the genotype with
a dominant allele and but also accepts all classes of pollen (since it lacks female function
to block unwanted pollen) (NELSON 1952; KERMICLE AND ALLEN 1990).
1.3.2. GAMETOPHYTE FACTOR 1 (GA1)
Gametophyte factor 1(Ga1) was the first identified CI system in maize. It was first
reported when aberrant segregation ratios appeared in F2s generated by crossing sweet
corn (wrinkled translucent due to sugary 1; su1) with popcorn (pointed and hard
endosperm) was found to deviate from the Mendelian ratios (CORRENS 1902). The
deviation was suspected due to differential growth rates among pollen tubes resulted from
interactions of the pollen tubes with stylar tissue or some other factors (JONES 1924).
Later, MANGELSDORF AND JONES (1926) found that the factor responsible for selective
fertilization was a gametophytic factor which was linked with su1 factor and designated it
as Gametophyte factor 1 (Ga1). The linkage gave an advantage to su1 over Su1 in such
interactions. They further clarified that, ga1 pollen could not compete with Ga1 pollen in
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silks homozygous or heterozygous for Ga1 (EMERSON 1925; MANGELSDORF AND JONES
1926).
SCHWARTZ (1950) observed two types of recombination percentage (27.8% and 25.8%)
for sugary kernels in F2 generation when he pollinated two classes of Ga1 silk by
ga1/ga1 pollen. It showed that the ga1 locus consists of two types of allele. The first type
(Gas1, now Ga1-s) strongly rejects ga1 pollen whereas the other type having male
function (Ga1, now Ga1-m) receptive to ga1 pollen. The observation concluded the
existence of three alleles of Ga1 in chromosome 4 (Ga1-s, Ga1-m and ga1). Ga1-s and
Ga1-m were 50 map units apart and present on either side with equidistance from su1
(SCHWARTZ 1950; JIMENEZ T AND NELSON 1965). The Ga1-s locus has been fine mapped
and is delineated to a 100 Kb region on chromosome 4 based on the B73 RefGen_v2
sequence (LIU et al. 2014).
Ga1-s is pre-zygotic incompatibility barrier. It’s silks arrest the growth of ga1 pollen
tubes in two hours post pollination thus preventing zygote formation (ZHANG et al. 2012).
Ga1-s pistil misdirects ga1 pollen tube out of transmitting tract within the silks, causing
the pollen tube tips to curve and bed with uneven callose deposition causing the pollen to
disrupt the sperm delivery into ovule and hinder fertilization (LU et al. 2014). At the
molecular level, the female function in the pistils of Ga1-s plant is provided by a pistilexpressed pectin methylesterases gene (Ga1-f/ZmPme3), which encodes GA1F/ZmPME3 protein. The male function in the pollen is governed by a pollen-specific
pectin methylesterases gene that encodes, ZmGA1P protein. A frameshift mutation by a
two-base insertion was detected in this gene when compared with Ga1-f/ZmPme3. This
mutation had inactivated female function thus allowing for ga1 pollen to pollinate Ga1-m
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silk. It was found that in order for ZmGa1P to function, it needed to interact with a
similar kind of PME protein ZmPME10-1 (encoded by ZmPME10-1), which was
expressed in all classes of pollens. These PME proteins monitor pectin
methylesterification at the pollen tube apex thus affect pollen tube growth and their cell
wall properties in Ga1-s silks (MORAN LAUTER et al. 2017; ZHANG et al. 2018).
1.3.3. GAMETOPHYTE FACTOR 2 (GA2)
Gametophyte factor 2 (Ga2) is another genetic system in maize responsible for crossing
barrier. It was first mapped by BURNHAM (1936) on long arm of chromosome 5 while
studying differential fertilization in certain maize lines using linkage group of bt pr as
markers. The position of ga2 was approximately mapped to proximal region of
chromosome arm 5L (LONGLEY 1961; NEUFFER et al. 1997). Besides certain maize lines,
annual Mexican teosinte populations also exhibited Ga2 system which was designated as
Ga2-s (strong) because of it is a strong pistil barrier. The maize Ga2 genetic stocks were
also found to have a weaker pistil barrier compared to Ga2-w (weak). Though this system
has an independent gametophyte factor, it has similarities with the other two major CI
systems. This system also contains another allele, Ga2-m having a male only function
(KERMICLE AND EVANS 2010). Similar to ga1 system, this system also exhibits prezygotic
barrier by restricting the growth of ga2 pollen tubes in a Ga2 pistil. A morphological
study of in-vivo growth of pollen tubes in this system showed that Ga2 pistils arrested the
growth of ga2 pollen tubes by forming a kink next to callose plugs. This hindered
elongation of pollen tube tips and prevents the egg fertilization (LU et al. 2014).
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1.3.4. TEOSINTE CROSSING BARRIER 1 (TCB1)
Teosinte crossing barrier 1 (Tcb1) is also considered a major and independent CI
systems. It was first described by KERMICLE AND ALLEN (1990) in Zea mays ssp.
mexicana collected from Central and Southern Mexico. Initially, it was named the
Teosinte Incompatibility Complex (TIC). Two accessions of teosinte subspecies
mexicana: Central Plateau 48703 and Chalco, were chosen and introgressed into W22
dent inbred of maize to further characterize the TIC locus. This locus harbor two tightly
linked genes: Tcb1-m (male) and Tcb1-f (female) (Figure 1). Depending upon the
presence and absence of these two genes, Tcb1 locus has four haplotypes. The haplotype
with only male function, only female function, with both male and female functions
represented as Tcb1-s (strong) and lacking both functions represented as tcb1 (KERMICLE
2006; LU et al. 2014). This locus was mapped on the short arm of chromosome 4 (6
centiMorgans (cM) distal to sugary-1, 44 cM proximal to ga1) (EVANS AND KERMICLE
2001) (Figure 1). It was further delimited to a 480 bp fragment on B73 reference genome
(LU et al. 2019). Interestingly, genes annotated within this region showed no difference
in either identical sequences or expression between Tcb1-s and tcb1 haplotypes leading to
the conclusion that B73 genome lacks functional Tcb1-f. Later, a new gene model was
developed using the BAC library of Tcb1-s::Col48703. A PCR assay of a BAC clone
from the library helped to identify PME38 homolog which was designated as Tcb1f/PME38 (LU et al. 2019).
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Figure 1: Genetic maps of tcb1 locus on the short arm of chromosome 4.
Location of tcb1 locus in the proximal region of the short arm of chromosome 4 along
with neighboring molecular markers. The genetic position provided is in centiMorgan
(cM). The genetic distance between tcb1 and ga1 is 44 cM. Tcb1-s locus bears Tcb1-m
and Tcb1-f genes which are separated by 0.02 cM. Dark circle indicates centromere.
(Modified from (EVANS AND KERMICLE 2001; LU et al. 2014)).

This crossing barrier in maize and teosinte is due to incongruity between alleles of the
interacting pistil and pollen, not due to active rejection of pollen by pistils. This has been
proved by studying heteroallelic pollen possessing both Tcb1-s and tcb1. Reciprocal
translocation of accessory B chromosome with short arm of chromosome 4 (which
included ga1 or tcb1 loci) was used to prepare this pollen. The Tcb1-s pistil was receptive
to heteroallelic pollen which supported the idea that matching allele between a pistil and
a pollen is required for successful fertilization rather than active rejection. For example,
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Tcb1-s or Ga1-s needs either -s or -m type of alleles in pollen in order to fertilize the egg
cell (KERMICLE AND EVANS 2005).
Tcb1 barrier is also prezygotic just like the Ga1 and the Ga2 systems (EVANS AND
KERMICLE 2001). The growth of tcb1 pollen tubes was terminated at the tip of Tcb1
pistils. tcb1 pollen was able to travel only 28% of the length in silks (LU et al. 2019).
Thickening callose layer within the silks was observed in self-incompatible crosses where
pollen tube growth was stopped (GEITMANN et al. 1995). It seems that thickly layering
callose on the cell wall of tcb1 pollen tube tips has blocked the growth of the tcb1 pollen
tubes in the Tcb1-s silks (LU et al. 2019). Later, RNA-seq analysis of the Tcb1-s and its
other haplotypes revealed that Tcb1-s pistils had higher gene expression of TCB1F/PME38, a homolog of pectin methylesterases 38 (PME38) belonging to group 1 type
PME. This protein removes methyl from methyl-esterified pectins in pollen tube cell wall
making it stiff, thus disrupting the pollen tube growth (LU et al. 2019).
1.3.4.1 PRESENCE OF TCB1 MODIFIERS
A weak interaction was discovered within the Tcb1 system. A haplotype containing
Tcb1-s should have full efficiency to pollinate other haplotypes, however, homozygous
tcb1 silks were more efficiently pollinated by tcb1 pollen than heterozygous Tcb1-s
pollen. This indicated the preference for congruent allele pollen by pistils (KERMICLE
2006). Similarly, the pollen rejecting strength of Tcb1-s was reported to be attenuated
when repeatedly introgressed with a recessive maize line (EVANS AND KERMICLE 2001)
as well as self-pollinated for multiple generation. Tcb1 barrier declined continuously in
two independent lineages of Tcb1-s su1 W22 when self-pollinated for 10 generations.
Those linages lost female function partially but preserved full male function (LU et al.
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2014). The presence of Tcb1-s modifiers in inbred lines B73 and Mo17 has also been
noticed and thus they need to be identified (Kermicle, personal communication).
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
We conducted the QTL mapping experiment for two consecutive years (2019 and 2020)
and the GWAS experiment in 2020.
2.1 PLANT MATERIALS AND GENERATION OF TCB1/TCB1 F1S
Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) for the intermated B73/Mo17 (IBM) population (LEE et
al. 2002) (Figure 4) collected from the Maize Genetic Cooperation Stock Center were
used in the QTL analysis. For the GWAS experiment, the Goodman Association Panel or
282 association panel (FLINT‐GARCIA et al. 2005) were collected from United States
National Plant Germplasm System (https://www.ars-grin.gov/). Tcb1 stocks introgressed
into W22 were obtained from Jerry Kermicle, University of Wisconsin, Madison. Of 302
IBM RILs, 77 have previously been screened for Tcb1 modifiers of (BURCH 2018).
However, the Goodman Association Panel has not been pre-screened for Tcb1 modifiers.
The IBM RILs and the Goodman Association Panel were used due to their publicly
available genotype data. These maize lines lack functional Tcb1-s locus and instead carry
the non-functional tcb1 locus. We crossed these maize lines with a homozygous Tcb1-s
W22 to enhance the blocking strength of the phenotyping ears and generated F1s
(Tcb1/tcb1) which were used for the experiments. The genotypes of the F1s were
recessive homozygous for color factors and heterozygous for Tcb1-s (i.e., r1/r1 c1/c1
Tcb1-s/tcb1). We used a stock containing R1 and C1 color factors in 2019 (in the QTL
experiment) and the stock with color factor Rscm2 (an allele of R1) in 2020 (in both the
QTL and the GWAS experiments) to test the blocking ability of the heterozygous Tcb1-
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s/tcb1 stocks. Both testers had the recessive, non-blocking tcb1 allele and produced
anthocyanin with their respective color factors.
For QTL experiments, 202 F1s (77 were generated in 2016 and 125 in 2018) were
planted in 2019. And 218 F1s (76 were made in 2016, 125 in 2018, and 17 in 2019) were
planted in 2020. For the GWAS analysis, 167 F1s were planted (generated in 2019).
From this point on, ‘F1s’ represent the F1s used in both the QTL and the GWAS
experiments because their field experiments and phenotyping methods were similar to
each other.
2.2 PLANTING METHODS
Thirteen kernels from each F1 lines were sown in each row of approximately 3 meters
long and with a row space of approximately ¾ meters apart. The seeds were sown using a
hand planter. Three batches of color pollinators were also sown in an interval of ten days
to supply colored pollen throughout the pollination period.
2.3 EFFICACY TESTING OF TCB1/TCB1 F1S
The ears were covered with shoot bags before silks emerged to avoid pollen
contamination. Five ears from each row of F1s (for both QTL and GWAS experiments)
were randomly selected for pollination. During flowering, the ears were pollinated twice
two days in a row (Figure 2A and 2B). On the first day, to determine the strength of the
Tcb1-s/tcb1 barrier, the ears were pollinated by the color pollinator containing either the
R1 C1 alleles or the Rscm2 allele. The pollinated ears were covered with tassel bag. On
the second day, the same ears were pollinated either by selfing or sibbing cross. The
second pollination was done basically to make sure that those silks that were not
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fertilized on the first day were fertilized. This would ensure that each ear will fill up with
kernels which aids in phenotyping. The pollen blocking ability of F1s was measured by
the amount of color kernels on each pollinated ear. The greater number of color kernels in
the ear means a successful pollination by the color pollinator on the first day, which also
represents a low blocking ability of that ear. In contrast, an ear with less or no color
kernel represents unsuccessful first-day pollination and thus a high blocking ability. All
the field experiments were performed under the normal agronomic conditions in the
research field on South Dakota State University campus at Brookings, SD.

Figure 2: The illustration of pollination pattern scheme (A and B) and possible ear
phenotypes (C) in the experiment.
A. A schematic diagram of the construction of F1s and two-day pollination. Selected
population with recessive tcb1 were crossed with W22 Tcb1-s to generate F1s. Randomly
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selected ears from F1s were crossed two times to measure blocking efficiency of F1s. Line n
represents population used for the experiments. B. A graphical figure illustrating the double
pollination. C. Possible phenotype or color contamination in ears. The amount of color
kernels on an ear represents blocking efficiency of the plant. C (i) The presence of no or
very few color kernels means there was a strong blocking effect against tcb1 colored pollen
from first day of pollination. C (ii) The presence of more color kernels means that there
was a poor blocking effect of Tcb1-s against tcb1 pollen with color factor from the first day
of pollination representing low incompatibility. C (iii) Moderate color contamination
means there was an intermediate blocking effect from Tcb1-s.

2.4 PHENOTYPING
The five double-pollinated ears from each line were harvested. The ears were scored for
the number of anthocyanin-colored kernels in both years. The methods for scoring were
different in those two years. In 2019, we used the standard scale developed in our lab
(Figure 3). The ears having 0%, up to 4%, 8%, 16%, 32%, 64% and more than 64%
colored kernels were scored as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, respectively. This scale was
developed to show a two-fold change in the number of color kernels, which indicates the
degree of pollen exclusion. The average score for each F1 ears was used as phenotype
data for QTL analysis. In 2020, we counted the number of colored kernels and calculated
the percentage of color kernels present as a score for the ears. We did not use a
standardized scoring scale because most of the ears had fewer colored kernels, so
counting was more applicable than using a visual scale for low contaminated ears. The
mean percentage for all ears was calculated and used as phenotype data.
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Figure 3: Standardized scoring scale used for phenotyping in 2019.
From left to right: ears having 0%, up to 4%, colored kernels were scored as 0, 1 and so on.
2.5 QTL ANALYSIS
Genotype data for all the IBM RILs were extracted from MaizeGDB
(https://www.maizegdb.org/mapscore_ibm302score) and used for QTL analysis. We used
the same genotype data of 2156 markers for the respective RILs in both years. The
average color kernel contamination was associated with markers by QTL mapping and
analysis. The scoring data were tested for normality (p-value from Shapiro-Wilk test
<0.01) and normalized using quantile normalization in R software. Two mapping
approaches Simple interval mapping (SIM) and Composite interval mapping (CIM) were
used for this analysis. Both mapping approaches were carried out in R software using
“R/qtl” package (BROMAN et al. 2003). We used the Kosambi map function to estimate
map distance for the markers used. This map function considers incomplete interference
that allow some double crossovers (VINOD 2011). We used Extended Haley Knott
regression to conduct a chromosomal-wide one-way QTL scan at the interval of 1 cM.
Extended Haley Knott regression provides robustness and good approximation even in
the case of low and selective genotype information (BROMAN AND SEN 2009). The
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significant LOD threshold was determined by using 1000 permutation tests at an alpha
level of 0.05. The significant QTL peaks were further explored to find the nearest
significant marker. To estimate the confidence interval of QTL locations, 1.5- LOD
support interval was used. A two-dimensional, two-way QTL genome scan was
conducted to detect linked loci and epistasis interaction that may present between the
loci.
2.6 CLUSTER ANALYSIS AND PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA) FOR
THE GOODMAN ASSOCIATION PANELS
Euclidean distance matrix was calculated for all the lines used for GWAS analysis using
the 955,690 SNPs by TASSEL 5.2.44 (BRADBURY et al. 2007). To show the diversity of
the panels we used, the phylogenetic tree was constructed using the Unweighted Pair
Group Method with Arithmetic mean (UPGMA) method (SOKAL 1958) and visualized by
using IcyTree (https://icytree.org/ ) (VAUGHAN 2017). Principal component analysis was
performed to determine the relationship between the lines using TASSEL 5.2.44. The
proportions of variance explained by each principal component were shown in PCA plot
generated by TASSEL. We chose the top two principal components PC1 and PC2 for the
population genetic structure study.
2.7 GWAS ANALYSIS
Imputed GBS data was downloaded from Panzea (https://www.panzea.org/data)
(GLAUBITZ et al. 2014). The dataset contained 955,690 SNPs at more than 60,000 taxa
based on B73_RefGen v27 coordinates. A subset of SNPs for 135 taxa from the
Goodman Association Panel was extracted from it using vcftools (DANECEK et al. 2011).
The SNPs were then filtered based on following parameter:
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Minimum room mean square of mapping quality (MQ)

40

Minimum mapping quality by depth value (QD)

2

Maximum Fisher Strand value (FS)

60

Minimum mapping quality rank sum test value (MQRankSum)

-12.5

Minimum read position rank sum test value (ReadPosRankSum)

-8

Missingness

10 %

For the association analysis, genome wide kinship matrix was calculated based on SNPs
using Centered IBS method in TASSEL 5.2.44 (BRADBURY et al. 2007). Hapmap file
was also generated from the filtered SNPs using TASSEL 5.2.44. The average of
observed color kernel contamination was used as phenotype for GWAS analysis.
Associations between the genotype and phenotypes was studied using BLINK (HUANG et
al. 2019) model in GAPIT (version 3) (WANG AND ZHANG 2018). Minor allele frequency
and SNP FDR value was set to 2% and 5% respectively for the analysis. The significance
thresholds for the association were set to a –log10 (P) of > 7.28 after Bonferroni multiple
test correction. Based on the results obtained, a lower stringency threshold of -log10 (P)
of > 4.0 was set manually for studying the candidate locus associated with pollen
contamination. The association results were plotted using ggplot2 package in R
(WICKHAM 2011).
2.8 CANDIDATE GENES PREDICTION
The genes located in QTL interval and GWAS peaks were explored for identifying
candidate genes using MaizeGDB (B73_RefGen v3 gene model). The list of protein
coding genes was derived after excluding transposons, low confidence, uncharacterized
and unannotated genes. From this list, candidate genes were identified based on the
protein family and functions affecting pollen, pollen development, pollen tube growth,
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and sterility. Additionally, we studied 100 kb upstream and downstream from the
associated SNPs for studying candidate genes. The gene annotation file was obtained
from MaizeGDB. We also used NCBI database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) to study
the genes in the interval.
3. RESULTS
3.1 QTL MAPPING IN RILS
3.1.1 PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS
For the founders (B73 and Mo17) of the IBM RILs in the QTL mapping experiment, the
mean color contamination on the ears of the F1 of B73 with Tcb1-s W22 was ~16 % in
2019, and 2.80% in 2020. For the F1s of Mo17 with Tcb1-s W22 ~8% in 2019 and 0% in
2020 (Figure 6). The difference observed between them was non-significant in 2019 (pvalue = 0.47) but was significant in 2020 (p-value = 0.03). The distribution of mean color
contamination in the mapping population in both years (196 lines in 2019 and 212 lines
in 2020) were found to deviate from normality [Shapiro-Wilk test; p-value = 1.468e-05
(2019), p-value < 2.2e-16 (2020)] (Figure 5A, 5B, 5C, and 5D). The mean color
contamination was thus normalized using quantile normalization (Figure 5). The
normalized data was then used for QTL mapping.
3.1.2 SIGNIFICANT QTL
The SIM analysis for the tcb1 modifiers identified two significant QTL on chromosome
4L and 5S. The results were consistent for both years (2019 and 2020) (Figure 7A and
8A). The overall phenotypic variation (R2) explained by QTL were 16 % and 17.6 % in
2019 and 2020, respectively. We did not identify any QTL that surpassed the significant
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thresholds in either years by CIM analysis. However, the results were very similar and
followed the same trend (Figure 12). We were unable to identify any interacting QTL
when processed through two-way QTL scans. This was consistent with what we observed
in the interaction plots (Figure 14) between the significant QTL. Therefore, no possible
interaction was observed.
3.1.2.1 THE QTL ON CHROMOSOME 4
The QTL on the chromosome 4L had a LOD score of 4.56 (P = 0.007) in 2019 and 4.31
(P = 0.009) in 2020. In 2019, marker p-umc2139 located at 572.9 cM on the genetic map
of chromosome 4 showed the highest LOD peak and explained 8.62 % of total
phenotypic variation (Table 1). The QTL region was ranged from 554.10 cM to 580 cM
in the genetic map based on 1.5-LOD support interval (Table 2). The lower and upper
flanking markers for this region were p-umc2188 (constructed on umc2188 gene that
starts from 200,113,752 bp; bin 4.08) and p-php10025 (nearest gene cbp2, at 235,806,854
bp; bin 4.09), respectively, on the physical map of chromosome 4. This narrowed the
QTL down to a 35.7 Mb region based on B73 RefGen_v3. In 2020, the QTL on
chromosome 4 explained 9.09% of total phenotypic variation. The location of the nearest
marker (AY110170) from the LOD peak was 563 cM which was 13.3 cM distal of a pumc2139 marker in the genetic map. The coverage of the locus interval was from
524.1cM to 580 cM based on support interval. The region was flanked by the markers pnpi444 (bin 4.08; nearest gene npi570 at Chr4: 185,488,773 bp) and p-php10025 (nearest
gene cbp2, at 235,806,854 bp; bin 4.09) respectively (Table 3). Based on B73
RefGen_v3, this QTL occupies a 49.9 Mb region on the physical map which was 14.2
Mb wider than that observed in 2019. The QTL from 2019 and 2020 on 4L comprised an
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overlapping region of 35.7 Mb (Figure 11). We prioritized this overlapped region to
study possible candidate genes for QTL effect. This region of chromosome 4 harbors 47
protein-coding genes. Among them, we identified 11 candidate genes possibly affecting
the pollen blocking efficacy of the Tcb1-s gene (Table 4). At these loci, Mo17
contributed stronger alleles to blocking the colored pollens (tcb1) thus decreasing color
contamination. The additive effects for the QTL on chromosome 4 were - 0.42 in 2019
and - 0.38 in 2020 (Table 1).
3.1.2.2 QTL ON CHROMOSOME 5
The QTL on the chromosome 5S had a LOD score of 3.88 (p-value = 0.025) in 2019 and
4.09 (p-value = 0.015) in 2020. In 2019, marker p-umc1447 located at 247 cM of
chromosome 5 showed the highest LOD peak and explained 7.4 % of total phenotypic
variation (Table 1). The estimated interval based on the 1.5-LOD score of the QTL
extended from 222.50 cM to 265.10 cM on the genetic map of chromosome 5 (Table 2).
The support interval identified the lower marker p-bnlg1046 (bin 5.03; Chr5: nearest
gene bnlg1046 at Chr5:18,770,116 bp) and upper marker p-ufgECO-H06 (bin 5.03;
nearest gene arftf18 at Chr5:42,326,568 bp) as flanking markers for the QTL (Table 3).
This narrowed the QTL down to a 23.6 Mb region based on B73 RefGen_v3.
In 2020, the QTL on chromosome 5 explained 8.53 % of total phenotypic variation
(Table 1). The location of the nearest marker (p-umc1557) from the LOD peak was 245
cM which was 3 cM away of a p-umc1447 marker in the genetic map. The coverage of
locus interval was from 224 cM to 264 cM based on support interval (Table 2). Markers
p-csu340 (bin 5.03; Chr5: nearest gene csu340 at Chr5:20,929,166 bp) and p-ufgECOH06 (bin 5.03; nearest gene arftf18 at Chr5:42,326,568 bp) flanked the 21.4 Mb QTL
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region based on B73 RefGen_v3 (Table 3). This region overlapped with the QTL from
2019 and was 2.2 Mb narrower than that of 2019 (Figure 12). We then prioritized this
overlapped region to identify possible candidate genes for the QTL effect. The
overlapping region of the chromosome 5 QTL harbors 45 protein-coding genes. Among
them, we found 9 promising candidate genes that might have contributed to the Tcb1-s
gene action (Table 5). The QTL on chromosome 5S also had negative additive effects for
both years (- 0.32 in 2019 and - 0.30 in 2020; Table 1).
3.2 GWAS ANALYSIS IN THE DIVERSITY PANEL
3.2.1 PHENOTYPIC ANALYSIS
The distribution of mean color contamination in the ears of 135 F1s of the GWAS panel
was found to be non-normal (Shapiro-Wilk normality test; p-value < 2.2e-16) (Figure
5E). The data was thus normalized using quantile normalization (Figure 5F) and used for
the association study.
3.2.2 POPULATION STRUCTURE ANALYSIS FOR GWAS
We used principal component analysis (PCA) to analyze all the SNPs generated from the
panel. PCA showed a considerable population structure of the different heterotic groups
present in the Goodman Association Panel (Figure 17). The first, second, and third
principal components explained 8.95%, 4.63%, and 3.27% of the total variance,
respectively. The first two PCs clearly clustered the panel into three sub populations, i.e.
potentially stiff-stalk lines, non-stiff stalks lines, and tropical lines (FLINT‐GARCIA et al.
2005). The UPGMA tree result constructed using genetic distance (Figure 16) was
consistent with the main conclusions of PCA results. We observed three major groups in
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the UPGMA tree as well. This concludes the presence of diversity and structure in the
population used for the association study.
3.2.3 ASSOCIATION STUDY
We were unable to identify any SNPs above the significant LOD threshold determined by
Bonferroni corrections [- log10 (p-value) > 7.28]. Given that the sample size of the
association panel used in the analysis was small, we had less statistical power to detect
causal variants. Because of this, we decided to study SNPs with more modest effects by
lowering our p-value threshold SNPs to a less stringent threshold of LOD 4 (p-value <
10-4), which is a similar to the approach taken by LI et al. (2016). This approach of
GWAS identified a total of nine SNP loci associated (LOD > 4.0) with the pollen
contamination i.e., 1L, 3L, 4S, 4L, 5S, 5L, 7L, 9L and 10S (Figure 18). In total, we
detected twenty-three SNPs having LOD > 4.0 (Table 6). We also found a considerable
overlap between the genomic regions identified via GWAS and QTL mapping. The QTL
at 4L and 5S loci were found significant by QTL mapping. These regions were also found
to be promising in the GWAS results (Figure 18).
4. DISCUSSION
Tcb1-s was originally discovered in wild teosinte populations and was later introgressed
into maize lines (KERMICLE AND ALLEN 1990). Repeated backcross of Tcb1-s lines with
maize inbred line W22 resulted in a reduction in the blocking efficacy of Tcb1-s,
indicating the presence of one or more modifiers (EVANS AND KERMICLE 2001). The
introgression of maize genome might have removed or altered the previously introgressed
teosinte loci during the backcross, subsequently removing or altering the tcb1 modifiers
and reducing the Tcb1-s efficacy. Hence, the knowledge of these modifiers is important
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for us to completely understand the action of this genetic system and to study the range of
pollen blocking effects via different combinations of the modifiers.
A total of eight modifiers (LOD > 2) for Tcb1-s locus was identified using 77 out of 302
IBM RILs by BURCH (2018). In the study, the author suggested limited sample size might
be one of the reasons for low LOD values for QTL obtained. Following up the
experiment, we used a larger sample size: 196 lines and 202 lines in 2019 and 2020,
respectively. We were able to identify two significant QTL on chromosome arms 4L and
5S for both years. However, the confidence interval generated by 1.5 – LOD interval was
wider (Table 2 and 3), probably due to the biased allelic combination of B73 and Mo17 at
the loci due to lack of recombination (LEE et al. 2002; FU et al. 2006). In addition to that,
the allele from the unknown third parent (occurred during the development of IBM RILs
from pollen contamination) besides B73 and Mo17 has not been considered in
genotyping and might possibly affect the results generated (personal communication,
Edward H. Coe and Sherry Flint-Garcia).
There are reports of studies conducted to identify modifiers of another major
gametophyte factor, Ga1-s. SHRESTHA (2016) reported four QTL of Ga1-s modifiers via
QTL mapping in two different RIL population. Another study had identified seven
significant traits associated SNPs as possible modifiers of the Ga1-s system using GWAS
on popcorn diversity panel (HURST et al. 2019). Our study integrated both these
techniques to study the modifiers of tcb1 in a similar manner. Moreover, the QTL
mapping results were bolstered by the appearance of the same QTL (QTL on 4L and 5S)
over two years (Figure 7A and Figure 8A). Furthermore, based on the bins of these two
QTL, it appeared to match two of the nine promising loci in our GWAS results. The loci
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obtained from the mapping and the associating results did not exactly overlap each other
due to the differences in the genetic design, markers used, genome versions and the
statistical mapping methods.
The mapped QTL explained more than 16 - 17% of the phenotypic variation. The
variance not explained by QTL might be governed by different factors like environment
effects, marker resolution, modifiers in marker-poor regions of the genome like
centromeric and pericentromeric regions, QTL with small effect, and epistatic interaction
between the QTL. However, the two major QTL were identified that contributed largely
to the overall phenotypic variance, high LOD scores and were consistent across two years
suggesting that they can be considered for further fine mapping studies.
Both the mapped QTL exhibited negative additive effects, which means the allele of the
second parent (Mo17) contributed to blocking foreign pollen (Table 1). This was also
supported by the percent mean color contamination of the controls (the F1s of B73 x
Tcb1-s W22 and the F1s of Mo17 x Tcb1-s W22). The mean color contamination was
higher in the F1s of B73 x Tcb1-s W22 and lower in the F1s of Mo17 x Tcb1-s W22 for
both years. However, the outcome for the controls were opposite to our expectations.
The F1s of B73 x Tcb1-s W22 should have shown higher blocking effect than the F1s of
Mo17 x Tcb1-s W22 (personal communication from Jerry Kermicle). The deviation
might be due to various environmental factors. Further experiments with multiple
replicates can help to precisely estimate the blocking effects in the controls.
We identified nine promising genes related to tcb1 gene action in the QTL region of
chromosome 4L (Table 4). Among them, GRMZM2G035843 is annotated as putative
calcium-dependent protein kinase. In Nicotiana tabacum, calcium-dependent protein
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kinase (CPK32) activates Ca2+ permeable channel in the plasma membrane of pollen tube
tips, which increases the influx of Ca2+ resulting in the polar growth of pollen tubes
(ZHOU et al. 2014). Ca2+ dependency is observed from pollen germination to the end of
pollen tube elongation. During the pectin methyl de-esterification in the pollen tube, the
resulting carboxyl groups are then bound by Ca2+ ions, forming cross-linking among
pectin molecules. De-esterification results in a rigid cell wall whereas esterification
softens the cell wall. This indicates that the concentration of Ca2+ directly affects the cell
wall elongation of a pollen tube (HEPLER 2005). Therefore, calcium-dependent protein
kinase may be considered a possible modifier of Tcb1-s. Another candidate gene
GRMZM2G016558 annotated as putative ankyrin repeat domain family protein is also
known to be involved in the polar growth of pollen tubes. Ankyrin repeat domain protein
(LlANK) is known to contribute in the polar growth of pollen tubes in lily (HUANG et al.
2006). Two candidate genes GRMZM2G048353 and GRMZM2G437040, annotated as
Defensin, were found on 4L. A defensin-like protein ZmES4 was found to induce
interaction with potassium in pollen tube tips in maize (AMIEN et al. 2010). In
Arabidopsis, defensin-like gene (AtLURE1) encodes an attractant for cell-to-cell
communication including pollen-pistil interaction. This peptide is produced in synergid
that diffused through the micropyle and acts as a guidance for the protruding pollen tubes
towards the ovule. Gametophytic mutants having defective micropylar guidance had low
expression of AtLURE1, resulting in impaired pollen tube guidance towards the ovary
(TAKEUCHI AND HIGASHIYAMA 2012). It might be possible that in incompatible
pollination, this gene might be expressed at low level, resulting in lack of pollen tube
guidance, thus supporting pollen blocking action by Tcb1-s.
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GRMZM2G1255206 encodes an F-box domain containing protein. F-Box proteins are
known to affect pollen tube growth inhibition in incompatible pollination. They function
in ubiquitin-mediated protein degradation (KUMAR AND MCCLURE 2010). AhSLFS2, an
F-Box protein has been found to play a role in self-incompatible response in Antirrhinum
hispanicum by mediating a selective S-RNase destruction during the self-incompatible
response (QIAO et al. 2004). Another candidate gene GRMZM2G060800, encoding
aldehyde dehydrogenase is necessary to biosynthesize indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) and
GRMZM2G089856 encoding 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase is necessary to
biosynthesize ethylene. These hormones have been found to be associated with
pollination compatibility in different studies. Auxin production was increased in
compatible pollination (HASENSTEIN AND ZAVADA 2001) whereas, incompatible
pollination induced production of ethylene in pistil tissues resulting in incompatible
pollination. In self-incompatible species of Petunia inflata, ethylene production was
triggered in pistils during the early stage of pollen tube growth (HOLDEN et al. 2003).
GRMZM2G027336 encoding glyoxal oxidase is known to be a putative cell wall
expansion protein that plays a key role in cell wall metabolism. This protein is highly
expressed in fertile flowering buds whereas the expression was low in flowering buds of
cotton with cytoplasmic male sterility (SUZUKI et al. 2013). GRMZM2G114471 encoding
chalcone synthase catalyzes the biosynthesis of flavonoids (a signal for successful pollen
tube growth). A chalcone synthase mutant fails to produce functional pollen tube in
maize and petunia (MO et al. 1992). Therefore, these genes can be considered as
important genes underlying the QTL at chromosome 4 that affects the tcb1 blocking
action.
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The QTL on Chromosome 5 harbors three candidate genes (Table 5). One of the
promising genes which might affect the efficacy of pollen blockage is
GRMZM2G087827. This gene encodes an esterase, which is an important enzyme family
in plant reproduction. Different forms of esterase are necessary for successful fertilization
in plants. In a dry-type stigma, pollen dissolves the cutin layer of the stigma by activity of
carboxyl esterase present in pollen (REJÓN et al. 2012). Pollen tube growth is regulated
inside pistils by different classes of pectin methylesterases (PME). ZmPME10-1 is a
pollen expressed PME protein which is predominantly expressed at the apex of growing
pollen tube and helps in maintaining pectin methylesterification necessary for pollen tube
growth in Ga1-s silks (ZHANG et al. 2018). Other PME proteins like ZmPME3 (encoded
by Ga1-s) (MORAN LAUTER et al. 2017) and TCB1-F/PME38 (encoded by Tcb1-s) (LU et
al. 2019) are pistil expressed and play an important role in successful fertilization.
Therefore, GRMZM2G087827 might have similar actions like the esterases above making
it the candidate gene as modifiers of Tcb1-s gene action.
The QTL region consist of another gene GRMZM2G018082, annotated as
oxidoreductase. This protein has been found to affect self-incompatibility in different
crops. A disulfide bond A like oxidoreductase has been identified as a candidate factor
causing pollen rejection due to redox regulation in apricot (MUÑOZ-SANZ et al. 2017).
Similarly, in Solanum habrochaites, NAD(P)-Linked oxidoreductase and lipid
oxidoreductase are known to be involved in redox reaction resulting in unilateral
incompatibility (Broz et al. 2017). GRMZM2G094599 was annotated as an
armadillo/beta-catenin-like repeat protein. ARMADILLO REPEAT ONLY1 (ARO1)
showed functions of F-actin organization in the pollen tube tip and its polar growth in
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Arabidopsis thaliana (GEBERT et al. 2008). Based on their known putative functions
reported by the above literatures, these genes can be important candidates associated with
the QTL on chromosome 5.
From GWAS analysis, we found fifty-one protein-coding genes (Table 7) near the
associated SNPs (Table 6). Among them, we identified nine candidate genes based on the
functions related to pollen development and pollen tube growth. Pollen developments
related gene like GRMZM2G408462 underlying GWAS peak in chromosome 3 plays
crucial role in plant reproduction. GRMZM2G408462 is annotated as WRKY
transcription factor 72A. In Arabidopsis, WRKY2/WRKY34 transcription factors are
required pollen development, germination and pollen tube growth. Mutant pollen wrky2-1
wrky34-1 showed defective pollen function including reduced pollen germination and
pollen tube growth (GUAN et al. 2014). GRMZM5G861300 annotated as long chain acylCoA synthetase 4 gene is another candidate underlying associated SNP in chromosome 3.
Long chain acyl-CoA synthetase 4 gene aids in fatty acid transport. Fatty acids are
required in building anther cuticle and pollen cell wall. Long chain acyl-CoA synthetase
is associated with lipid metabolism that occurs during the esterification of free fatty acids
(SHOCKEY et al. 2002; WAN et al. 2020). Therefore, these candidate genes might be
important genes that modify the activity of Tcb1-s by modifying the pollen cell wall. The
locus on chromosome 3 harbors another candidate gene GRMZM2G116592 annotated as
Zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 13 gene. This protein was detected in
phosphoproteomics profiling of mature pollen and germinating pollen in tobacco (FÍLA et
al. 2016), which hints its importance in protein phosphorylation that occurs during pollen
rehydration and germination.
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We found three candidate genes on chromosome 4 that might have either direct or
indirect impact on pollen tube growth and elongation from our GWAS analysis. The first
gene, GRMZM2G010937, encodes a frimbin 1 (FIM1), which is an actin bundling
protein. This protein maintains normal actin architecture in pollen grains and pollen
tubes. In Arabidopsis, actin bundling protein AtFIM4 and AtFIM5 were highly expressed
in pollen and pollen tube tip. Mutant lines for this gene had reduced actin bundling
throughout the pollen tubes resulting severe defects in pollen germination and pollen tube
growth (SU et al. 2017). GRMZM2G003501 and GRMZM2G171060 are the other two
candidate genes identified on chromosome 4. GRMZM2G003501 encodes 3-ketoacylCoA synthase (KCS) known to mediate the synthesis of very long chain fatty acids which
are important constituents for anther cuticle and pollen cell wall. Mutants of this gene
exhibits reduced pollen tube growth in Arabidopsis (KIM et al. 2021). And
GRMZM2G171060 encodes ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8A (ARFs), a small
GTP binding protein that plays important role in polar growth in pollen tube and root tip.
Reduction in pollen tube elongation was observed in the mutants (SONG et al. 2006).
Thus, these candidate genes seem to be important for successful fertilization because of
the reduced pollen tube growth shown by the mutants.
Upon exploring the result from analyzing chromosome 5, we found two putative genes
that regulate the system by functioning during pollen tube growth. GRMZM5G858887
encodes cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channel 2 (CNGC2) and GRMZM5G808610 encodes
26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit 10. CNGCs function as non-specific
cation channels required by pollen tube for their growth. In Arabidopsis, CNGC18 was
expressed and asymmetrically localized in the plasma membrane at the growing tip
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during germination (FRIETSCH et al. 2007). It was later identified as an important Ca2+
channels present in pollen tubes in Arabidopsis (GAO et al. 2016). GRMZM5G808610 is
a ubiquitin-related gene that regulates ubiquitin system during pollen tube growth.
Transcriptome analysis of sweet cheery pollen tube detected upregulated expression of
this gene (LI et al. 2019). Hence, these two candidate genes can be considered as
possible modifiers of tcb1 gene action since they govern the pollen tube growth.
Another candidate gene on chromosome 10 (GRMZM2G127336) is annotated as an (E)beta-caryophyllene synthase-like gene, which was found in cytoskeleton of pollen tube of
Camellia oleifera and was important for maintaining the integrity of pollen tube (HE et
al. 2020). It possibly has the same role in the maize pollen tube. Therefore, these results
suggest that these candidate genes are important for maintaining cellular structural
integrity of germinating pollen while contributing to pollen recognition under the tcb1
mechanism.
In summary, we identified two significant QTL on 4L and 5S, from our two-year QTL
mapping experiment using IBM RILs that modify the pistil-based action of Tcb1-s. These
QTL explained 16 – 17 % of phenotypic variation. The overlapped regions of these QTL
observed in both years were further studied for candidate genes. A total of twelve
candidate genes were identified. Similarly, our GWAS experiment using the Goodman
Association panel has yielded seven loci associated with pollen contamination, which
might be acting as modifiers of Tcb1-s. We identified nine candidate genes underlying
these loci. The genes we identified in the QTL and the GWAS candidate regions seem to
have direct or indirect effects on the cell wall pectin esterification and de-esterification
balance, polarized pollen tube growth, cell wall expansion as well as pollen-pistil
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interaction, leading to the incompatible cross. Further experiments like fine-mapping the
loci, gene expression analysis of the candidate genes (RNAseq experiment), and
knockout of the candidates (CRISPR-Cas knockout) can help to narrow down or identify
the causal genes. In addition, minor QTL (LOD < 2.0) mapped in the QTL experiment
can be further studied. For doing so we need to fix the effects coming from the two major
QTL identified in the experiment. The candidate modifiers that we identified would
improve our knowledge of the gene action of the tcb1 genetic system. Understanding this
system and its related modifiers is a crucial step in order to use them to develop a reliable
and efficient tool to solve pollen contamination in maize breeding.
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6. FIGURES

Figure 4: A schematic diagram representing Intermated B73 and Mo17 Recombinant
Inbred Lines generations.
True inbred lines of B73 and Mo17 were crossed to generate single-cross hybrid. A single
F1 plant was self-pollinated to produce F2 generation which was then intermated for four
generations to derive IBM RILs. Adopted from (LEE et al. 2002; CANDELA AND HAKE
2008)
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Figure 5: Histogram showing the distribution of phenotypic data before and after
normalization.
The histogram for the phenotype date before quantile normalization is represented by A, C
and E. B, D and F represent the data after normalization. A, B, C, and D show the
phenotypic data from the QTL mapping population in 2019 and 2020. E and F are the
histograms of the phenotype data from the Goodman Association Panel for GWAS analysis
from 2020.
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Figure 6: Mean color kernel contamination in controls (Mo17/Tcb1-s W22 and B73/Tcb1s W22) from 2019 and 2020.
A. The color contamination in controls in 2019. The mean score shown was based on the
standardized scale prepared in our lab. B. The color contamination in controls in 2020. The
mean contamination represented actual percentage of color kernels in the ears.
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Figure 7: QTL and genome wide effect scan for the 2019 data.
A. QTL map obtained by analyzing normalized values of phenotype scoring. The red dotted
line indicates LOD threshold value of 3.70 (𝛼 = 0.05, number of permutations = 1000).
The QTL map depicts significant QTL peaks at chromosome 4L and 5S. B. Estimated QTL
effect along all chromosomes for the identified QTL.
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Figure 8: QTL and genome wide effect scan for the 2020 data.
A. QTL map obtained by analyzing normalized values of phenotype scoring. The red dotted
line indicates LOD threshold value of 3.66 (𝛼 = 0.05, number of permutations = 1000).
The QTL map depicts significant QTL peaks at chromosome 4L and 5S. B. Estimated QTL
effect along all chromosomes for the identified QTL.
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Figure 9: Overlaying whole genome QTL results obtained in 2019 and 2020.
The blue lines represent the QTL results from 2019, whereas the red lines represent the
QTL results from 2020. The blue dotted line indicates LOD threshold value of (3.70)
(=0.05, number of permutations = 1000) for the QTL results for 2019 and red dotted line
indicated LOD threshold value of (3.66) for 2020. The QTL map depicts significant and
overlapping QTL peaks on chromosome arms 4L and 5S.
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Figure 10: Overlaying QTL maps of chromosome 4 from 2019 and 2020.
The blue and line graph indicates QTL map from 2019 and 2020, respectively. Similarly,
blue and red dotted line indicates LOD threshold value of 3.70 (2019) and 3.66 (2020),
respectively (𝛼 = 0.05, number of permutations = 1000). The QTL map depicts significant
QTL peaks on chromosome arm 4L. The green bold line above the x-axis represents the
position of previously identified tcb1 locus.
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Figure 11: Overlaying QTL maps of chromosome 5 from 2019 and 2020.
The blue and line graph indicates QTL map from 2019 and 2020, respectively. Similarly,
blue and red dotted line indicates LOD threshold value of 3.70 (2019) and 3.66 (2020),
respectively (𝛼 = 0.05, number of permutations = 1000). The QTL map depicts significant
QTL peaks on chromosome arm 5S.
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Figure 12: Overlaying QTL mapping results obtained from Simple Interval Mapping
(SIM) and Composite Interval Mapping (CIM)
A. Overlaying QTL maps of experiment in 2019. The blue line indicates the QTL map
obtained using SIM and red indicated CIM. Similarly, blue and red dotted line indicates
LOD threshold value of 3.70 (SIM) and 4.90 (CIM), respectively (𝛼 = 0.05, number of
permutations = 1000). B. Overlaying QTL maps of experiment in 2020. The blue line
indicates the QTL map obtained using SIM and red indicated CIM. Similarly, blue and red
dotted line indicates LOD threshold value of 3.66 (SIM) and 4.90 (CIM), respectively (𝛼 =
0.05, number of permutations = 1000).
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A.

C.

B.

D.

Figure 13: Phenotype by Genotype (PXG) plots for significant markers from 2019 and
2020.
A. PXG plot for a significant marker (p-umc2139) on 4L from 2019. B. PXG plot for a
significant marker (p-umc1447) on 5S from 2019. C. PXG plot for a significant marker
(AY110170) on 4L from 2020. D) PXG plot for a significant marker (p-umc1557) on 5S
from 2020. Boxplots show phenotype scores of significant markers respective to AA (B73
allele) and BB (Mo17 allele). X-axis represents alleles and Y-axis represents normalized
mean score for each line. The mean normalized score is higher for the lines having B73
allele than Mo17 allele at both significant QTL. The dots indicate the actual mean value
for each observation. Red dots mean phenotype imputed values. Dash black line indicates
mean score. Solid black line indicates median value.
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A.

B.

Figure 14: Interactions between two significant modifiers of Tcb1-s from 2019 and 2020.
A. Interactions between nearest markers to significant QTL from 2019: p-umc2139 on 4L
and p-umc1447 on 5S. B. Interaction between nearest markers to significant QTL from
2020: AY110170 on 4L and p-umc1557 on 5S. Boxplots show joint phenotype scores of
significant markers in mixed allelic background. The x-axis represents alleles combination
from two significant markers and the y-axis represents normalized mean phenotype score
for each line. The boxplots with B73-B73, B73-Mo17, Mo17-B73 and Mo17-Mo17 (on
the x-axis) represents mixed phenotype values for lines with B73 allele and Mo17 allele
for the two selected significant QTL on chromosome arm 4L and 5S, respectively. The
normalized mean scores for B73-B73 alleles from both significant markers whereas lower
for Mo17-Mo17 alleles. The interaction between significant markers for both years were
similar. The dots indicate the actual mean value for each observation. Red dots mean
phenotype imputed values. Black dash line indicates mean score. Black solid line indicates
median values.
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Figure 15: Flowchart representing the major steps and tools used in GWAS.
Gray boxes represent the data used for the process and blue boxes represent the analyses
conducted. The tools used for analyses are mentioned outside the box (beside the flow lines
and boxes).
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Figure 16: Unweighted pair group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) tree.
The tree was based on genetic distance calculated from 955,690 SNPs of 135 lines in the
Goodman Association Panel. The three different color lines of the branches denote three
different clusters. The clustering was based on the k value obtained from scree-plot while
performing PCA.
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Figure 17: Population structure of the Goodman Association panel.
A. Scatter plot of principle component axis one (PC1) and axis two (PC2). The PCs were
based on genotype data of 955,690 SNPs of 135 lines in the Goodman Association panel.
This shows the pattern of genetic structure in the panel used in the study. PCA shows three
classes of sub structure in the lines of panel used in the analysis. B. Scree plot showing first
ten PCs for GWAS. The first three PCAs explained 16.85 % of variance in the population
structure.
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Figure 18: Kinship corrected GWAS for kernel contamination using 955,690 SNPs of
135 lines of the Goodman Association panel.
The Manhattan plots displaying the negative base-10 logarithm of the association P-value
for each SNP (Y-axis) over genomic position of the SNPs (X-axis). The black dotted
horizontal line indicates manual significance threshold at -log10 (p-value) of 4.0.
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7. TABLES
Table 1: Summary of significant QTL for 2019 and 2020.
The table shows year of experiment, QTL name, Chromosome (Chr.), QTL peak position
in cM, Logarithm of the odds (LOD) value, Nearest marker to the QTL peak, P-value of
the QTL peak, Percent (%) of phenotypic variation explained (R2), and additive effect.
Year
2019
2020

Peak Pos. LOD
(cM)
value

Nearest
marker

P-value

% var
(R2)

Additive
effect

4.56

umc2139

0.007

8.62

-0.422

248

3.88

umc1447

0.029

7.4

-0.38

4L

563

4.31

AY110170

0.009

9.09

-0.32

5S

245

4.09

umc1557

0.025

8.53

-0.3

QTL

Chr.

q19-1

4L

572.9

q19-2

5S

q20-1
q20-2
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Table 2: Confidence interval (CI) of significant QTL for 2019 and 2020.
The table shows year of experiment, QTL name, Chromosome (Chr.), QTL peak position
in cM, CI was calculated by using 1.5-LOD interval with the nearest marker.
Year

2019

2020

QTL

Peak Pos.
Chr.
(cM)

Left
border
(cM)

Nearest
Marker to left
border

Right
border
(cM)

Nearest
marker to
right border

q19-1

4L

572.9

554.1

p-umc2188

580

p-php10025

q19-2

5S

248

216.3

p-bnlg1046

265

p-ufgECOH06

q20-1

4L

563

524.1

p-npi444

579.1

p-php10025

q20-2

5S

245

225

p-csu340

265

p-ufgECOH06
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Table 3: List of significant QTL with their nearest markers, and physical position (in bp)
on genetic maps for 2019 and 2020 data.
The physical positions of marker were based on B73_RefGen v3
QTL
Years
Chromosome
Peak Pos. (cM)

q19-1
2019
4L
572.9

Left border (cM)
Nearest Marker to
left border
Starts from (bp)
Ends at (bp)
Nearest Gene model

554.1

216.3

524.1

225

p-umc2188

p-bnlg1046

p-npi444

p-csu340

200,113,752
200,115,760
umc2188

18,720,116
18,722,942
bnlg1046

185,890,136
185,893,110
npi570

20,929,166
20,934,758
csu340

580

265
p-ufgECOH06
42,328,068
42,332,365
arftf18

579.1

265
p-ufgECOH06
42,328,068
42,332,365
arftf18

Right border (cM)
Nearest marker to
right border
Starts from (bp)
Ends at (bp)
Nearest Gene model

p-php10025
235,806,854
235,815,316
cbp2

q19-2
2019
5S
248

q20-1
2020
4L
563

p-php10025
235,806,854
235,815,316
cbp2

q20-2
2020
5S
245
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Table 4: List of candidate genes from the overlapping QTL region on chromosome 4 and
their corresponding annotations.
The annotation is based on B73 RefSeq v3. The candidate genes were studied after
excluding transposons, low confidence, uncharacterized and unannotated genes. The
genes in bold fonts are the major ones discussed in the Discussion section.
Gene name
Gene annotation
GRMZM2G465165

Putative lectin-domain receptor-like protein kinase family
protein

GRMZM2G114471

Chalcone synthase 8

GRMZM2G125206

F-box domain containing protein

GRMZM2G027336

Glyoxal oxidase

GRMZM2G035843

Putative calcium-dependent protein kinase family protein

GRMZM2G060800

Aldehyde dehydrogenase

GRMZM2G016558

Putative ankyrin repeat domain family protein

GRMZM2G048353

Defensin

GRMZM2G437040

Defensin

GRMZM2G098557

Squamosa promoter-binding protein-like (SBP domain)
transcription factor family protein

GRMZM2G138131

Ubiquitin-protein ligase

GRMZM2G419782

Acyl-coenzyme A oxidase

GRMZM2G108457

Carotenoid isomerase 1

GRMZM2G078198

Transferase isoform

GRMZM2G381744

Putative TCP-1

GRMZM2G008106

Uclacyanin-2

GRMZM2G325118

Antimicrobial peptide MBP-1

GRMZM2G095873

Putative RING zinc finger domain superfamily protein

GRMZM2G100423

Putative cytochrome P450 superfamily protein

GRMZM2G076858

Putative peptidase C48 domain family protein

GRMZM2G005452

NBS-LRR type disease resistance protein

AC216067.3_FG002

V-type proton ATPase 16 kDa proteolipid subunit

GRMZM2G128426

Putative DUF869 domain containing family protein

GRMZM2G155253

Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase

GRMZM2G000014

Putative RING zinc finger domain superfamily protein

GRMZM2G046024

ATPase
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Continued from above
Gene ID

Gene annotation

GRMZM2G337107

Putative phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate 5-kinase family
protein

GRMZM2G413253

Putative hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase family protein

GRMZM2G089244

Putative MYB DNA-binding domain superfamily protein

GRMZM2G073290

BETL4 protein

GRMZM2G089856

1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylate oxidase

GRMZM2G313199

Putative wall-associated receptor protein kinase family protein

GRMZM2G106424

14-3-3-like protein

GRMZM2G048584

Putative RNA recognition motif containing family protein

GRMZM2G040559

Tubulin alpha-6 chain

GRMZM2G054896

Plastid-specific ribosomal protein 6

GRMZM5G889769

Thioredoxin reductase

GRMZM2G071478

Putative lysM-domain receptor-like protein kinase family
protein

GRMZM2G109032

S-adenosylmethionine-dependent methyltransferase

GRMZM2G108976

Actin-related protein 2

GRMZM2G127104

Putative vesicle-associated membrane protein family protein

GRMZM2G002555

D-mannose binding lectin family protein

GRMZM2G158281

Putative HLH DNA-binding domain superfamily protein

GRMZM2G458728

Putative POX domain

GRMZM2G458755

Insect intestinal mucin IIM22

GRMZM2G002531

ATP binding protein

GRMZM2G122039

Cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 6
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Table 5: List of candidate genes from the overlapping QTL region on chromosome 5 and
their corresponding annotations.
The annotation is based on B73 RefSeq v3. The candidate genes were studied after
excluding transposons, low confidence, uncharacterized and unannotated genes. The
genes in bold fonts are the major ones discussed in the Discussion section.
Gene name

Gene annotation

GRMZM2G018082

Oxidoreductase

GRMZM2G087827

Esterase

GRMZM2G088064

Alanine aminotransferase 2

GRMZM2G158252

Histidine kinase 3

GRMZM2G094632

Lipid binding protein

GRMZM2G139066

F-box domain containing protein

GRMZM2G154954

Glycine rich protein 3

GRMZM2G156336

F-box domain containing protein

GRMZM2G094599

Armadillo

GRMZM2G043182

Mitochondrial carrier-like protein

GRMZM5G823318

Aspartokinase

GRMZM5G847767

30S ribosomal protein

GRMZM2G463640

Cytochrome b6

GRMZM2G153815

Heat shock 70 kDa protein

GRMZM2G030169

Actin-2

GRMZM5G837364

Methionine aminopeptidase

GRMZM2G074543

Yabby9 protein

GRMZM2G387360

Nonspecific lipid-transfer protein

GRMZM2G085747

Malic enzyme

GRMZM2G107444

Membrane steroid-binding protein 1

GRMZM2G073034

FIP1

GRMZM2G105987

NHL25

GRMZM2G305446

Aquaporin TIP3-1

GRMZM2G035779

Ser Thr protein phosphatase family

GRMZM2G177314

ATP-binding cassette sub-family G member 2

GRMZM2G168855

ALG2-interacting protein X
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Continued from above
Gene ID

Gene annotation

GRMZM2G058345

Nucleotide binding protein

GRMZM2G039542

Succinate dehydrogenase subunit 3

GRMZM2G048559

LysM domain containing protein

GRMZM2G022019

Eukaryotic translation initiation factor isoform 4E-2

GRMZM2G025833

Beta-amylase

GRMZM2G134947

Anionic peroxidase H

AC233949.1_FG004

Cell division cycle protein 48

GRMZM2G465723

Hsp20 alpha crystallin family protein

GRMZM2G126988

Starch synthase IIc

GRMZM2G042136

Flavoprotein

GRMZM2G143599

Mps one binder kinase activator-like 1A

GRMZM2G173596

ZIM motif family protein

GRMZM2G096228

Caltractin

GRMZM2G136901

CASP-like protein 15

GRMZM2G014180

Transcription initiation factor IIF alpha subunit

GRMZM2G113592

U1 snRNP

GRMZM2G366077

60S ribosomal protein L27

GRMZM6G772588

60S ribosomal protein L27

GRMZM2G014508

Decaprenyl-diphosphate synthase subunit 1
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Table 6: Summary of SNPs associated with the Tcb1-s blocking action.
Twenty-three SNPs exceeding -log10 (p-value) > 4, with chromosome, position in
physical map (in bp), P-value and LOD value. The physical position provided is based on
B73_RefSeq v3.
SNP

Chromosome

Position (bp)

P-value

LOD

S1_202921207

1L

205664239

4.82E-05

4.317

S1_176757391

1L

178744496

9.91E-05

4.004

S3_209724427

3L

213416416

6.37E-05

4.196

S3_209113024

3L

212787480

7.03E-05

4.153

S3_209721226

3L

213413216

9.96E-05

4.002

S3_209721236

3L

213413226

9.96E-05

4.002

S4_2693408

4S

3272034

2.75E-05

4.560

S4_163855580

4L

166825802

1.28E-05

4.892

S5_6822806

5S

7113888

5.44E-06

5.265

S5_6439197

5S

6719423

3.58E-05

4.447

S5_6918408

5S

7201482

4.89E-05

4.311

S5_188466163

5L

193556779

9.11E-05

4.040

S7_172503245

7L

176810253

4.80E-05

4.319

S7_137170072

7L

140835052

8.41E-05

4.075

S7_132185315

7L

136301208

9.30E-05

4.032

S9_102968552

9L

32194253

9.40E-05

4.027

S10_56755297

10S

57658541

4.08E-05

4.389

S10_56755269

10S

57658513

5.15E-05

4.288

S10_56755275

10S

57658519

5.15E-05

4.288

S10_56755277

10S

57658521

5.15E-05

4.288

S10_33615312

10S

34464107

9.54E-05

4.020

S10_33605753

10S

34473664

9.71E-05

4.013
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Table 7: Candidate genes in the periphery (100 kb upstream and 100 kb downstream) of
promising SNPs (Table 6) from the GWAS results.
The genes and gene annotations are based on B73_RefSeq v3. The candidate genes were
studied after excluding transposons, low confidence, uncharacterized and unannotated
genes. The genes in bold fonts are the major ones discussed in the Discussion section.
Chr.
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Gene ID
GRMZM2G015588
GRMZM2G025488
GRMZM2G149442
GRMZM2G449177
GRMZM2G149414
GRMZM2G408462
GRMZM5G861300
GRMZM2G330302
GRMZM2G116592
GRMZM2G033515
GRMZM2G033671
GRMZM2G085381
GRMZM2G085661
GRMZM2G085854
GRMZM2G085054
GRMZM2G010937
GRMZM2G003501
GRMZM2G471733

4
4

GRMZM2G171060
GRMZM2G380457

5

GRMZM5G808610

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

GRMZM5G818068
GRMZM2G030821
GRMZM5G862540
GRMZM5G858887
GRMZM2G130053
GRMZM2G129913
GRMZM2G129889
GRMZM2G129817
GRMZM2G062151

Gene annotation
dihydroneopterin aldolase 1
evolutionarily conserved C-terminal region 5
putative protein S-acyltransferase 19
phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphatase myotubularin-1
uncharacterized protein LOC100285915
WRKY transcription factor 72A
long chain acyl-CoA synthetase 4
ustilago maydis induced8
zinc finger CCCH domain-containing protein 13
seed maturation protein PM41
Peptidase M50 family protein
benzoxazinless 1
benzoxazinone synthesis 2
hydroquinone glucosyltransferase
benzoxazinone synthesis 8
fimbrin 1
3-ketoacyl-CoA synthase
Putative ARM repeat-containing protein containing
family protein
ADP-ribosylation factor-like protein 8A
Protein CURVATURE THYLAKOID 1A
chloroplastic
26S proteasome non-ATPase regulatory subunit
10
UDP-glycosyltransferase 84A1
UDP-glycosyltransferase 83A1
UDP-glucose 6-dehydrogenase
Cyclic nucleotide-gated ion channel 2
cysteine protease 1
meiotic recombination protein SPO11
phytochromeC2
MYB-related transcription factor
cytochrome P450 86A2
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Chr.
5

Gene ID
GRMZM2G172132

Gene annotation
tousled-like kinase 2

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
7
7
7

GRMZM2G172043
GRMZM2G473711
GRMZM2G473697
GRMZM2G172011
GRMZM2G171998
GRMZM2G171961
GRMZM2G171987
GRMZM2G061938
GRMZM2G061910
GRMZM2G362848
GRMZM2G428438
GRMZM2G432002
GRMZM2G165530
GRMZM2G043600
GRMZM5G883417
GRMZM2G097059

7

GRMZM5G806833

10
10

GRMZM2G127336
GRMZM2G325643

10

GRMZM2G119465

lysosomal beta glucosidase-like
beta-glucanase
putative ammonium transporter 4 member 1
RNA-binding region RNP-1
protein NAR1
putative helicase MAGATAMA 3
putative protein kinase superfamily protein
copper ion binding
harpin-induced 1
Purine-uracil permease NCS1
putative RING-H2 finger protein ATL71
putative RING-H2 finger protein ATL71
Major facilitator superfamily protein
transcription factor RF2a
acyl-desaturase
putative MADS-box transcription factor family
protein
squamosa promoter-binding protein-like (SBP
domain) transcription factor family protein
(E)-beta-caryophyllene synthase-like
Phosphatidylinositol Nacetyglucosaminlytransferases subunit P-related
Sec14p-like phosphatidylinositol transfer family
protein

